
SCIENCE!

"Science!"
I can smell the chemicals…

"She blinded me with science!"
And hit me with technology

--Thomas Dolby, She Blinded Me with Science, 1982

 “ὠφελέειν ή μὴ βλάπτειν”  (First, do no harm). –Hippocrates, ~400 B.C. 

In 1996, eminent virologist and molecular biologist Peter Duesberg published a monumental 
work entitled Inventing the AIDS Virus.  Everyone who wishes to understand what is occurring 
now needs to read this book. 

In the Acknowledgements section, Peter dedicates this book to those cohorts of his who “have 
decided that truth is more important than the comfort of compromise.”  Amen to that—it’s a 
terrible shame that more Christians don’t believe this.  Further along in the introduction we 
receive the true kernel of his testimony… for he declares that “by a great volume of evidence…I
have disproved the virus-AIDS hypothesis and exposed the political maneuverings behind the 
war on AIDS.”  Today, 25 years later, he is still one of the Scientific-Medical Establishment’s 
most hated dissidents. 

Hopefully, we’ll begin to realize how these “political maneuverings” have been used to further 
the “Agenda” against society, blinding us with the science, and now, as the injection campaign 
unspools upon a grossly ignorant and trusting society, “hitting us with technology”.

But I’d like to first bring your attention to Kary Mullis, receiver of the Nobel Prize in chemistry in
1993 for his invention of the PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) technique.  Kary wrote the 
Forward for Peter’s book, in which he identifies the chief and insurmountable problem he’d 
encountered in his own initial research on the AIDS hypothesis—namely, that there was no 
answer to the question of what was the original source for the statement: “HIV is the probable 
cause of AIDS”.  For years as a researcher, he was confounded by this, finally concluding:

We have not been able to discover any good reasons why most of the people on the earth 
believe that AIDS is a disease caused by a virus called HIV.  There is simply no scientific evidence 
demonstrating this is true. 



Today, this ever remains the case, swept down the memory hole.

But moreover, and most ominous, he decries the use of the extremely toxic chemotherapy 
drug, AZT, being prescribed to patients who had no other complaint than being “tested positive
for HIV antibodies”… and was quite clearly causing the very symptoms of the disease which 
manifested only AFTER the administering of the drug.  Finally, Kary concludes that “we cannot 
understand how all this madness came about…this is one hell of a mistake.” 

This is the coursework of the book.  The path of this search for truth and the conclusions 
therein are of extreme relevance for us today, as they are being repeated at this very moment 
right before our eyes.  Duesberg, whether intentionally or not, in my opinion, effectively 
demonstrates that none of this was a “mistake”.   Rather, as he says at the outset:

The colossal failure of the war on AIDS is a predictable consequence if scientists are operating at
a fundamentally flawed assumption…The single flaw that determined the destiny of AIDS 
research since 1984 was that AIDS is infectious.  After taking this wrong turn, scientists had to 
make many more bad assumptions upon which they have built a huge artifice of mistaken ideas.

And that’s putting it gracefully.  

The fact is, outside of the diabolical machinations of the ring leaders (we’ll get to later), the 
Establishment, fed by the federal and industrial deluge of funding, is working on graft on a level 
unseen prior to this “epidemic”.  They have every reason to propagate the charade, and no 
reason to go against it.  Rather, the thousands of “scientists” and researchers and journalists all 
clamor for a bigger slice of the federal pie—as has been the nature of things since government 
has been in the business in earnest of dealing in money confectionaries.  The Pharma-Medical 
Juggernaut IS the US economy; next to it is only the arms industry (which is primarily used to 
prop up the former—see Afghanistan).

But to arrive at where we are now from then, we need to expose some of the main actors.  I 
first will point you in the direction of an incredible interview of Kary Mullis given in 1996.  In it, 
you will discover the very nature of the fraud of “Science” as we know it today. He defines his 
views on the AIDS fiasco, as well as his personal opinion of the liar and fraud, Anthony Fauci 
(who has dictated Public health policy in the US for three decades now).  Kary has often made it
clear that his PCR analysis can in NO WAY be used to detect or diagnose a disease.  And that 
little bit of dissent may have just been a bridge too far for his enemies.  Kary died of 
“pneumonia” unexpectedly in the fall of 2019, just prior to Bill Gates’ Event 201 pre-simulation 
of the Covid plandemic.

 Most will be unaware of the fact that “America’s doctor”, Fauci the Edomite (who has publicly 
declared that all who question him are “anti-science”), played a leading role in the HIV-AIDS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=RJn4TwTx-HA&ab_channel=GustafsonGoldstein
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/


hustle. When in 1984, Robert Gallo announced in an international press conference in 
Washington DC the existence of the “AIDS virus”, he had a little shadow in a little skullcap 
standing behind him.  With much media fanfare and government propaganda, this 
announcement was made (as Mullis and Duesberg dutifully questioned) prior to the publication
of any scientific evidence confirming the virus theory.  It was simply an ex nihilo statement of 
fact.  And with that, “science by press conference” was spoken into existence.  

From that point forward, HIV/AIDS was scientific dogma, and all federal research would now be 
directed towards how the “virus” caused AIDS, and how to manage it.  And at the top of this 
federal program, directing from his throne at the NIH, was none other than Anthony Fauci.  This
misdirection had intended goals as well as the usual unintended consequences.  But the end 
result, as Duesberg tells it, was that,

“People are not being warned about the true risks for developing AIDS, doctors are using 
ineffective or dangerous treatments, and public fear is being exploited.” 

I submit that this exploitation of “public fear” has been perfected over the decades, and is now 
being used in a masterstroke of psychological violence against the masses with Fauci’s newest 
manifestation of medical tyranny:  Covid-19.

I believe that HIV/AIDS was a long program of building up the “research” infrastructure, 
learning and practicing the control mechanisms in the population, gathering the funding and 
the loyalties of the government and para-government entities (pharma corporations), and the 
coalescing of the Elites with their wealth and power to finally enact their “Georgia Guidestones”
fantasy (which incidentally was erected just 2 years before the first “AIDS” case was reported in
1981).   

In fact, I could make a very good case that HIV/AIDS and the inexplicable events of 9/11, and 
now the Covid-19 plandemic, are all one and the same.  They all converge upon a single path of 
domination and subjection of a post-Christian society to be supplanted by the long 
orchestrated Jew World Order.  And I am further convinced that “Judeo-Christianity” and so-
called “Christian Zionism”, which stems from Scofieldism, were not random occurrences but 
rather the result of deliberate infiltration into the Seminaries and pulpits of what are falsely 
called “churches”.  Well, perhaps, rightly called churches, as these have nothing whatever to do
with biblical Christianity and the ecclesia that Jesus Christ established.

But it was the “Science” which replaced God generations ago.  The Word of God would have to 
defer to the New Revelations of man handed down by the Universities and laboratories—the 
new arbiters of truth. Christians were thus conditioned to doubt and reject what the Scriptures 
clearly taught in EVERY aspect of doctrine—history, anthropology, Creation itself, the Laws and 
ordinances of God, health, diet, economy, Godly Government, marriage, family…the list goes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones


on.  Christians so-called now sit in their pews and hear their dumb dog pastors tell them to 
“'Trust the Science'!  Get the jab…after all, Jesus would, because that’s loving your neighbor!”  
And they dutifully oblige.  Meanwhile, Caesar is preparing to mandate ALL of these draconian 
control measures (don’t be fooled by the temporary lull in tyranny).  At some point, all of these 
“churches” will begin insisting that their people medically “render unto Caesar”, as it will be 
“the law”.  If you want to see the future here, take a good look at what is going down right now 
in New Zealand (aka, a “boot stamping on a human face forever”).   This was once almost 
exclusively a Christian European society of free men and women (much like colonial America 
was at one time).  Now, though (unlike us) the demographics haven’t much changed, 
nevertheless the people have become a confederacy of fools, entirely disarmed, dependent as 
babies, and ruled by a demonic little waif of a woman…trembling in fear and cowering to her 
government’s every insane demand.  (And take a gander at the freak of a ‘woman’ she 
appointed as ‘deputy prime minister’).  WHY have they succumbed so easily?  Because of the 
Science…Their once beautiful nation will collapse before ours—in horrors. 

Is Covid caused by a virus?  Not surprisingly, like AIDS, no evidence whatsoever lends any proof 
to the claim.  No virus has been isolated to date from any “Covid” patient. No government 
agency in the US or anywhere else has any isolate sample of any virus being claimed to cause 
“Covid-19”.  The PCR test—as the CDC now admits (and as Kary Mullis told us)—does not 
identify a virus particle, nor prove the presence of any virus, and they have now disclaimed its 
use as an indicator of the virus which they falsely claim causes the disease.  Most of us know 
this already, but if you do not, please research the facts.  So what is causing the “Covid” deaths 
that are being reported?  Well I will tell you.  Like most pathogenic AIDS cases, these deaths are
unequivocally caused by an iatrogenic disease.  And if you disagree, YOU are not trusting the 
“Science”.  

Medicine and Science (purporting to be one and the same) have caused more deaths over 
human history than probably any known cause, and I say that with all confidence. 

The SMON Fiasco

And a certain woman, which had an issue of blood twelve years, And had suffered many things 
of many physicians, and had spent all that she had, and was nothing bettered, but rather grew 
worse, When she had heard of Jesus, came in the press behind, and touched his garment. For 
she said, If I may touch but his clothes, I shall be whole. And straightway the fountain of her 
blood was dried up; and she felt in her body that she was healed of that plague.  (Mark 5:25-29)

I will use this one example offered early on in Duesberg’s book to answer Kary’s concluding 
question, and simply show how the madness occurs.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4923397/
https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html
https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html
https://www.france24.com/en/asia-pacific/20201102-new-zealand-s-ardern-taps-lgbt-maori-mps-for-trailblazing-cabinet


This is an unbelievable story if it weren’t actually true.  But the fact is, it’s not the only time this 
sort of thing has happened. Pellagra is another example… Thought to be an infectious disease 
for 200 years, it was a courageous American doctor in 1916 who finally cracked the case (after 
injecting blood and fecal matter from pellagric patients into himself), subsequently discovering 
it was NOT a contagious microbe, but a dietary deficiency (lack of Niacin).  That’s how science 
used to work.

The “SMON epidemic” began in Japan in 1959.  Patient One was a middle aged woman 
suffering from intestinal problems and a mysterious nerve disorder which had paralyzed her 
legs.  Doctors were initially baffled but soon the number of cases at the hospital increased and 
they knew they were in the midst of an outbreak of some kind. Resembling polio (but testing 
negative for the virus), the immediate suspicion was that it must be a new type of virus and the 
hunt was on to discover it.  Over the next five years, clusters of this polio-like syndrome 
appeared in several regional areas causing hundreds of victims.  The clusters were initially seen 
within families, while inevitably the first person to develop the condition was followed within 
weeks by a relative. This was enough to point to an infectious disease—although there were 
strange contradictions, such as it was middle-aged women who were primarily contracting it, 
few men, and hardly any children (who normally transmit any infectious disease). 

The virus hunters expected to find a virus that primarily caused diarrhea, and secondarily 
caused paralysis, as was the case with polio. But after years of searching, not a single virus 
could be isolated from a patient. Meanwhile the epidemic was growing, and in the year 1964 as
the Olympics were approaching, 96 new cases had developed near the site of the Games. Now 
sufferers were developing blindness and other nerve disorders.  That year, the disease was 
officially dubbed Subacute Myelo-Optico-Neuropathy (SMON) and a standardized clinical 
diagnosis was developed. That same year, predictably, a “microbe” was fingered as the likely 
cause—an echovirus—and they were off to the races.  But three years of ensuing research 
failed to reproduce the findings of said virus and the dogging lack of evidence began to cast 
huge doubts upon the viral theory. 

As the investigations continued, one research team made an accidental observation, but it was 
tragically brushed aside.  What they’d discovered was a correlation between most of the 
patients’ onset of symptoms and the use of two different diarrhea-fighting drugs.  Since both 
drugs were likewise prescribed for the early symptoms of the disease, suspicion naturally arose 
that there was some connection; however, intent on the viral hypothesis, the observation was 
effectively ignored by “science”.  Also, it seemed extremely unlikely that coincidentally, two 
different diarrhea drugs would cause the same effects… Unfortunately, what was overlooked at 
the time was that the two drugs were actually two different brand names for the same 
compound—a fact not discovered for several more years.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pellagra


Meanwhile, the disease continued to ravage the local populations and a number of researchers 
believed they’d discovered a number of new candidates for a virus.  These viruses also turned 
out to be false alarms.  In 1969 the Japanese Ministry of Health increased the funding for the 
discovery of the virus by ten times, making the program the most expensive ever.  A decade had
now passed and virologists had come up completely empty-handed.  Over a thousand victims 
had already died and many more permanently injured.  Now, some researchers had proposed a
“slow-virus” theory—that is a virus that took years, or even a decade, to incubate until finally 
causing the disease.  Sort of like HIV (which didn’t exist yet).  Preparations of body fluids were 
made from infected patients and injected into chimpanzees to attempt to inflict the disease 
upon them.  After three years of waiting, the monkeys never got sick, and it was back to the 
drawing board.  

These theatrics continued for the next few years but it was later in 1969, after 2,000 new 
victims were claimed, that another research group made the same earlier connection to the 
two diarrhea drugs.  But this time it was discovered that the two drugs were merely brand 
names, and in fact one and the same—clioquinol—a freely available over the counter drug.  
This drug was then fed to mice to test the theory, but unfortunately, it only killed the mice, 
proving to the very smart scientists that it didn’t actually cause the disease(!)   It was yet 
another year before they re-assessed the testing and realized they’d actually proven the drug’s 
acute toxicity.  A nationwide survey of SMON patients was then done and it was found that all 
of the victims had in fact been using the drug before the onset of symptoms.  This tended to 
explain many things, like why the disease clustered in households, and primarily affected 
middle aged women (who tended to most often use the drugs).  But, as expected, the 
interpretation of this data did not set well with the virus hunters, since this would have 
indicated a non-contagious syndrome—which they were certain it was—and furthermore (and 
much more damning), the drug was being used clinically to treat the very symptoms found in 
the SMON patients while hospitalized.  In other words, the doctors were treating the patients 
who had previously, inadvertently poisoned themselves, with the very drug they had used to 
cause the disease in the first place.

Or, as Duesberg phrased it:

“The doctors and scientists wanted to believe in a virus because they prescribed clioquinol.  One 
of the drug’s main side effects was constipation and abdominal pain.  Now because the drug 
caused the pain, doctors again prescribed the drug.  Ignorant of the drug’s side effects, they 
assumed the stomach pains resulted from the primary sickness and kept increasing the dose in a
vicious cycle.”

The end result was often the eventual deaths of the patients.



It was then learned that the epidemic began in Japan shortly after the approval of the drug for 
manufacture and sale. On September 8, 1970, the Japanese government banned all sales of the 
drug and the caseload for that month immediately dropped below 20. The following year only 
36 cases were seen, and only three more cases appeared over the next two years.  By 1973 the 
epidemic was over.

But a dark twist in the story is recorded as follows: Just one month before the official 
government announcement of the clioquinol connection and the subsequent banning of the 
drug, another erroneous announcement of a SMON virus discovery was made in August of 
1970.  In that egregious incident, the Japanese news media had widely pronounced the cause of
SMON had been determined as indeed a virus, and a hysteria of the contagion rapidly spread 
through the country.  This final, furious panic caused terrified family members of SMON 
patients to segregate from their “plague infected” relatives, leading to many of the victims to 
commit suicide.  Thus did “one hell of a mistake”—a Wormwood star burn itself out over the 
island of Japan with a flurry of self-murder.

The upshot is this: For 15 years, an iatrogenic disease claimed over 11,000 victims including 
thousands of fatalities, sacrificed by “Science” because a flawed virus hypothesis was too 
embarrassing for the Establishment to confess.

SMON was entirely the result of human error, hubris, and vanity.  AIDS was only partly so.  
Covid is a complete con.  You can see the logical progression.

The deaths from “Covid” can be directly attributed to the treatments of toxic drugs like 
Remdesivir, coupled with the totally counterproductive fentanyl-sedated intubation, which has 
an 85% fatality rate.  But that’s the “Science”…not to mention the fat federal stipend paid out 
for each “Covid” patient diagnosed and treated.

“Science” is not something to be trusted, but perpetually doubted.  Clinical proof must be 
demanded and never assumed as long as liars like Fauci and eugenicists like Gates presume to 
create reality for the herd.  It should never be assumed that their purposes are not a corralling 
and a culling, for they have openly said otherwise.  Both the AIDS farce and the Covid 
plandemic are NOT merely the result of compounded human errors…  It would be very naïve to 
think so.  Human error can be—and often times is—purposely directed by other humans. 
People—smart people like scientists and doctors—are no better than us common dummies in 
their propensity to be LED (and deluded).  There are psychopaths among us—wicked men—
who actually enjoy leading the otherwise unwilling by deception, and the appeal to their 
“authority”, which is a form of worship to them.  Their purposes are so mendacious that it 
seems to us with a functioning conscience that we must be misinterpreting them—no one can 
be that evil.  We have been blinded by their science and have been fools for not seeing it.  But 

https://www.uspharmacist.com/article/analgesia-and-sedation-strategies-in-covid19-patients
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa2007764


they have learned to control the masses by fear and ignorance and they—and we—will soon be
chained by their technology if we don’t take immediate evasive maneuvers.  AIDS has been 
with us for 40 years now while most of us successfully disregarded it.  I guarantee they don’t 
plan for Covid to go away any time soon, nor will they allow us to ignore it. 

Finally, and above all, brethren, let us acknowledge our God and never fear our enemies, 
remembering “He has surely set them in slippery places…”

Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits: Who forgiveth all thine iniquities; who 
healeth all thy diseases; Who redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth thee with 
lovingkindness and tender mercies.  (Psalm 103)

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/bill-gates-we-must-prepare-for-the-next-pandemic-like-we-prepare-for-war/

